Kids Today Unit 4

A Closer Look At Long Sentences EXERCISES

PART I. Answer the following questions according to the information in the
sentence below.
‘If Turkey can put to bid a project to supply its schools with 15M tablets,
with the requirement that the maker assembles* the tablets in Turkey, then
why can't the US get tablets assembled in the US?’

to assemble: : to collect (things) or gather (people) into one place or group
: to meet together in one place
: to connect or put together the parts of (something, such as a toy or machine)

1. What is the requirement that 15M tablets for Turkish schools are supplied?
2. Are the tablets in the US assembled in the US?

PART II. Put the following chunks into correct order to create one meaningful
complex sentence.

---- and how their performances will help people “understand the
true story” much better than
---- they start talking about “all the research” they have done
---- if it were presented in some dull old book or musty lecture
theatre
---- whenever actors are interviewed about their roles in historical
films or plays,
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 Note that the explanations about Use of Language are limited by the selected
sentences.
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PART III. Combine the following simple sentences in the box to create
one complex sentence.

The latest scandal is backed up with intimate photos.
The latest scandal details Angelina’s bizarre relationship with
secret lover Anton Sneider.
Note that the subject of the two sentences is the same (‘the latest scandal’), so you can
combine these two sentences using the subject only once.
When combining the two sentences, you can make changes in either the ACTIVE structure (the
second sentence above)or the PASSIVE structure (the first sentence above)depending on what
you would like to emphasize. Also, use a comma.

Now make your sentence more complex by adding the following detail:

Anton Schneider’s full name has never before been revealed.
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 Note that the explanations about Use of Language are limited by the selected
sentences.

